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Land at Hillsbrow, Redhill : Representations to Reigate and Banstead Regulation 19 Development Management Plan

Executive Summary
Lichfields is instructed by Berkeley Strategic Land Limited (‘‘Berkeley’’) to submit these representations in
response to the consultation on Reigate and Banstead Borough Council’s Development Management Plan
Regulation 19 document (‘‘DMP’’).
Principally, Berkeley considers that delivery of Land at Hillsbrow (ERM1) should be accelerated and there is
no justification for not releasing the site to help address unmet housing needs. The site is suitable for
development, performs best in terms of least contribution to Green Belt purposes, has no ‘showstopper’
constraints to delivery, and can provide the necessary mitigation and infrastructure for sustainable
development – the site should therefore be allocated and released for development now.
Berkeley’s key objections to the DMP as drafted are set out below.

Policy MLS1
1

There is no justification to delay the delivery of suitable development (as currently required via Policy
MLS1) in the context of the severe housing need in Reigate and Banstead. Given the most recent 2014based household projections, coupled with the introduction of the Government’s standard methodology
- it is extremely likely that the Council would be subject to significantly higher housing need, up to c.
1,777 dpa. Furthermore, no neighbouring authority within the HMA has suggested that it will meet the
unmet housing needs of Reigate and Banstead and as such these needs continue to go unmet.

2

Furthermore, the monitor and release mechanism in this policy will plan simply to respond to failure in
housing delivery, which does not amount to positive planning (NPPF paragraph 157). It is also not an
effective release mechanism for delivery because the Council will need to release the site well in advance
of it being required. The SUE sites, like all other housing sites, have significant lead-in times to delivery
of houses and that must be considered in the timing of the release of the SUE sites for development.

3

If the Council wishes to maintain a phased release of SUE sites, Berkeley support the phasing as set out
in this policy. However, if the trigger for delivery is no longer a gap in five year housing land supply,
then the only other logical planning reason to delay release would be around the capacity of local
infrastructure. In this context, there is no reason why development of the preferred SUEs in the phasing
plan at Horley, Redhill and Reigate (i.e. groups in different locations) could not begin in tandem as they
would not be impacting the same local infrastructure networks.

The Benefits of ERM1 - Land at Hillsbrow
4

Compared to other SUEs at East Redhill and East Merstham, ERM1 (Land at Hillsbrow) performs the
best with regards to Green Belt purposes. The 2017 SA clearly identifies land at Hillsbrow to offer a
sustainable site for housing development of approximately 150 dwellings. There are no ‘showstopper’
constraints to the development of this site that cannot be overcome.

Additional Soundness Issues within DMP Regulation 19 Document
5

By virtue of up-to-date information concerning the true scale of housing need in Reigate and Banstead
and the increased housing capacity identified by the Council including a significant increase in urban
capacity, it is clear that policy CS13 of the Reigate and Banstead Local Plan: Core Strategy is out of date.

6

The DMP presents a housing trajectory with inadequate detail for this stage of plan development.

7

Throughout these representations Berkeley has commented on the specifics of a number of policies
which have implications for Berkeley’s interest to developing Land at Hillsbrow (notably DES6, GTT1
and specific requirements of ERM1). The comments principally relate to specific wording which does
not award sufficient flexibility to facilitate sustainable development in line with National Policy Berkeley
has set clearly out suggested amendments for these policies in these representations.
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1.0

Introduction

1.1

Lichfields is instructed by Berkeley Strategic Land Limited (‘‘Berkeley’’) to submit these
representations in response to the consultation on Reigate and Banstead Borough Council’s
Development Management Plan Regulation 19 document (‘‘DMP’’) which opened for comment
on 10 January and will close on 23 February 2018.

1.2

Lichfields previously submitted a response to the Council’s DMP Regulation 18 consultation in
August 2016 in relation to Berkeley’s interest in Land at Hillsbrow, Redhill. Land at Hillsbrow
(‘‘the site’’) is promoted by Berkeley as a strategic development location for circa 150 homes to
help meet the future housing need of the Borough. The site is currently referred to as Strategic
Urban Extension (‘‘SUE’’) site ERM1 in the Regulation19 DMP. In general terms, Berkeley
supports the Council’s proposal to plan for SUEs and, specifically, the intention to remove land
at Hillsbrow from the Green Belt (draft Policy ERM1). However, it is considered that draft Policy
MLS1,which proposes to phase the release of the SUEs for development dependent on the
Council’s five year land supply annual monitoring process, is not ‘sound’ in the context of
national policy (NPPF paragraph 47) to boost significantly the supply of housing.

1.3

Furthermore, the adopted Local Plan: Core Strategy housing requirement as adopted is
significantly less than objectively assessed housing need (OAN). The implications of continuing
to plan for the adopted housing requirement in light of the Governments proposed new
methodology (anticipated to come into force in Spring/Summer 2018), is further explored in
these representations.

1.4

These representations are structured in the following sections:












1.5

Section 2.0 considers the scope of the Council to deliver housing in excess of the adopted
housing requirement to make an enhanced contribution towards meeting OAN; this is
examined in the context of the worsening affordability in the district and the proposed
government standard methodology.
Section 3.0 supports the proposal to take the Hillsbrow site out of the Green Belt, but also
includes a critique of the intention to phase SUE sites in the context of positive
planning and meeting OAN. This approach is illogical and is inconsistent with national
planning policy;
Section 4.0 includes a high level review of the conclusions of the Council’s Green Belt
Review (2017), focussing on the Hillsbrow site’s relative performance against the five
purposes of the Green Belt;
Section 5.0 highlights the strong sustainability credentials of the site as a location for
strategic scale housing development and provides a high level review of the conclusions
drawn about the Hillsbrow site in the Sustainability Appraisal;
Section 6.0 summarises the report and concludes there is no reason why development of the
SUEs should be ‘phased’ or ‘reserved’. Land at Hillsbrow is suitable, available, and
achievable and should be allocated for development now; and
Section 7.0 Comments on the content of proposed policy ERM1 (Land at Hillsbrow) in
relation to Berkeley’s intentions for the site.

Berkeley welcomes the opportunity to participate in this consultation. It is trusted that the
enclosed is of assistance in the Council’s considerations. Berkeley invites the Council to contact
them should it require any further information in relation to the matters set out in these
representations
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2.0
2.1

Housing Need
The purpose of the Regulation 19 DMP document is to explain in more detail how the
development principles and targets set out in the Council's adopted Core Strategy (July 2014)
will be delivered. This section of the representation comments on the scale of growth set out in
the Local Plan: Core Strategy (July 2014) and considers the potential to deliver a quantum of
housing greater than the adopted housing requirement as a means to meet the acknowledged
OAN for the borough and future requirements emerging through the Governments Standardised
Methodology for Housing Need.

The Adopted Housing Requirement versus OAN
2.2

The Council’s current housing requirement was adopted under the Reigate and Banstead Local
Plan: Core Strategy at Policy CS13 ‘Housing Delivery’ which states that ‘‘The Council will plan
for delivery of at least 6,900 homes between 2012 and 2027, equating to an annual average
provision of 460 homes per year’’ (emphasis added).

2.3

The Local Plan Inspector’s report (31st January 2014) concluded that OAN in Reigate and
Banstead amounted to between 600 and 640 dwellings per annum (dpa), equating to a
total of 9,000-9,600 dwellings over the plan period to 2027. However, due to reasons
concerning development capacity (set out in more detail below) the Local Plan Inspector
concluded that it was appropriate to plan for just 6,900 homes in Reigate and Banstead to 2027.
The adopted Local Plan thus has a housing requirement that will result in unmet housing need.
No provision has been made for this unmet need to be accommodated in other districts within
the Housing Market Area (HMA) or beyond.

2.4

Further, an up-to-date assessment of OAN in Reigate and Banstead using the latest official data
will inevitably be substantially greater than this previously derived OAN figure. The DCLGproduced household projections (released on the 12th July 2016) alone indicate annual
household growth of 839dpa between 2014 and 2027. Thus, even before market signals,
employment growth or affordable housing needs are taken into account, the starting point for
OAN has significantly increased in the period since the Local Plan: Core Strategy was examined
and adopted. The 2014-based official household projections alone are 82% greater than the
housing requirement figure in the Reigate and Banstead Local Plan Core Strategy. This implies
even greater levels of unmet need.

2.5

Furthermore, the impact of undersupplying housing by not delivering sufficient homes to meet
need is having a severe impact on Reigate and Banstead through worsening affordability. At the
time of the adoption of the Reigate and Banstead Local Plan: Core Strategy in 2014, the resident
based lower quartile affordability ratio (lower quartile wages of residents of the Borough
compared to lower quartile house prices) was 9.79, in just two years to 2016 this has markedly
increased to 11.26. The same pattern has occurred for workplace based earnings, whereby the
affordability of lower quartile housing in Reigate and Banstead relative to lower quartile wages
of workers in the Borough has increased from 10.68 in 2014 to 11.85 in 2016.

The Standardised Methodology for Housing Need
2.6
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On 14th September 2017, the Government published its proposed standardised methodology for
assessing housing needs for consultation. If adopted in its current format and in line with the
Government’s expected timescales, it is likely that this will be implemented in Spring/Summer
this year. Under this methodology, Reigate and Banstead would have a housing need of c.
644dpa. This figure neatly aligns with the upper end of the housing need identified in the Local
Plan Inspector’s report (see above).
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2.7

This number can also be expected to quickly increase. The Reigate and Banstead Local Plan:
Core Strategy (July 2014) has now been adopted for 3 years and 7 months, meaning that as of
July 2019 the cap in the methodology restricting the housing figure for LPAs with local plans
less than five years old will fall away.

2.8

Come 1 July 2019, using the Government’s methodology the Council would be subject to
significantly higher housing need of 1,177 dwellings per annum (dpa). The 1,177 figure is
based on the current household projection, which is higher than the existing figure (841
compared to 460), and the application of a 40% cap above 841 which would be 1,177 dpa.

Calculation
2.9

Under this methodology, the housing need for a local authority area would be worked out based
on:
1

Starting with the household projections, taking the annual average over ten years (201626);
a

2

3

2.10

For Reigate and Banstead, the household projection figure is 841 per annum;

Applying an uplift based on the median workplace-based affordability ratio in the area;
a

For every 1 per cent increase in the ratio of house prices to earnings above 4.0, a
quarter of a per cent increase in need above projected household growth;

b

For Reigate and Banstead, the median workplace-based affordability ratio in 2016 is
11.5, which is 7.5 above the threshold (4.0);

c

As per the formula set out at para 21 of the consultation document the uplift would be
46.8%;

d

This would give a figure of 1,235 dwellings per annum.

Having established this figure, the local authority should then test this against the relevant
cap. The cap is 40% above the adopted Local Plan target where a local authority has an upto-date (i.e. adopted within the last five years) (as is the case in Reigate and Banstead, but
only until July 2019) or 40% above the household projections;
a

Reigate and Banstead has a Local Plan adopted in July 2014, hence is subject to the
capping criteria until July 2019 only set out in para 25) a) of the consultation
document;

b

This means “for those authorities that have adopted their local plan in the last five
years, we propose that their new annual local housing need figure should be capped
at 40 per cent above the annual requirement figure currently set out in their local
plan”;

c

Reigate and Banstead would currently be subject to a cap which is 40% above the
adopted Local Plan requirement;

d

40% above the adopted Local Plan requirement (460) would give a figure of 644
dwellings per annum.

e

40% above the household projections for Reigate and Banstead of 841 per annum
amounts to 1,177 dwellings per annum.

This would provide a housing requirement over the ten year period 2016 to 2026 in the
methodology of 11,770 as opposed to 4,600 over the same period using the adopted Core
Strategy requirement.
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Identified Capacity
2.11

As set out above, the Local Plan: Core Strategy Inspector concluded that a significantly lower
housing requirement than OAN was appropriate at 6,900 dwellings. The justification for this
was due to a number of perceived capacity constraints considered in the examination of the
Local Plan: Core Strategy. These were addressed in the Local Plan Inspector’s report (31st
January 2014) who identified the following factors at that time:
1

The total estimated urban capacity is 5,795 dwellings (paragraph 38);



4,610 from SHLAA sites and commitments,



750 from windfalls; and



435 from urban broad locations.

2

Non Green Belt land surrounding Horley is constrained by Flood Zones 2 and 3 and some
areas are impacted by noise from the nearby Gatwick airport. Concerns were also raised
about market absorption. As such, development there was constrained to 200 units as
agreed by the Inspector (paragraph 45).

3

Areas of search in the Green Belt yielded just two locations which did not undermine the
aim and purposes of the Green Belt, East of Redhill/Merstham and South/South West
Reigate. It was concluded that the release of medium sized sites of 500-700 units in each
location would still fulfil the Green Belt purposes (paragraph 53).

2.12

In summary, examination of the Core Strategy assumed that all the urban SHLAA sites would
yield the anticipated 4,610 dwellings, with no allowance for non-implementation or slippage. On
this point, the Inspector was concerned that ‘‘whilst it is reasonable to assume that the majority
of SHLAA sites will be developed as planned, the evidence suggested that should wound not’’
(paragraph 33). It was concluded by the Inspector that, with the urban land supply unlikely to
provide more than 5,800 dwellings, at best, the Borough could not meet its full OAN.

2.13

The identified capacity within the DMP document differs from that identified in the Local Plan
Core Strategy and the Inspector’s report, notably that to date more urban capacity has been
identified than anticipated when the Core Strategy housing requirement was set. The current
state of play with regards to the housing capacity for Reigate and Banstead, including potential
allocations, is included in the Council’s identified Housing Trajectory (see annex 7 of the DMP
consultation document). These are summarised in Table 2.1 below for reference.
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Table 2.1 Current capacity and identified potential allocations in the Reigate and Banstead DMP Regulation 19 Consultation
document (January 2018). Position as at March 2017

Component of Supply
Housing Completions
(2012/13 – 2016/17)
Sites with Planning Permission
SHLAA Sites (excluding SHLAA
sites granted planning
st
permissions prior to 31
March 2017)
DMP Site Allocations – Town
Centre & Urban Areas
Windfalls
Total Urban Capacity
DMP Site Allocations – Urban
Extensions
Total Delivery: Position at 31
March 2017

Adopted Core Strategy
Identified Capacity Regulation 19 DMP
Capacity 2012 - 2027 Capacity 2017/18 - 2022 Capacity 2012 - 2027
n/a

2,403

1,955

2,685

133

328

435

217

782

750
5,795

325
2,630

700
6,898

1,600

0

724

7,395

2,630

7,622

4,610

Source: Reigate and Banstead DMP Regulation 19 Consultation document (January 2018)
2.14

The DMP document makes it clear that the identified urban capacity of Reigate and Banstead
had increased since the Local Plan Inspector’s findings in January 2014 from 5,795 to 6,898 (or
an additional 1,103 units of supply). This represents a further increase from that identified in the
Regulation 18 DMP consultation document (6,257, an additional 462 units of supply).

Delivering in excess of the adopted Housing Requirement
2.15

There are three factors to be addressed in terms of the proposals for DMP’s policy approach in
light of the increased housing need and higher level of development capacity identified:
1

By virtue of up-to-date information concerning current substantially higher levels of OAN
(i.e. the official household projections and government’s proposed standard housing
methodology, see above) and the increased total identified housing capacity of 7,622,
including a significant increase in identified urban capacity (see table 2.1 above). It is clear
that Policy CS13 of the Reigate and Banstead Local Plan: Core Strategy is out of date, as
both of these factors represent material changes in circumstances.
Had both of these sources of information been available at the time, it is inconceivable that
the housing requirement figure in the Core Strategy would not have been increased to a
figure at least equivalent to the urban capacity plus the allowance for release of suitable
land from the Green Belt in the locations identified. It follows that the DMP document
must not be wedded to a housing requirement figure as per the adopted Local Plan: Core
Strategy if that policy has become out of date. The DMP provides an opportunity to address
these changes in circumstance and be sound against the provisions of the NPPF.

2

The need, in light of the evidence, to deliver in excess of the adopted housing requirement is
consistent with the adopted Local Plan: Core Strategy insofar as it is clear from the wording
of policy CS13 which states that at least 6,900 homes will be delivered. Furthermore, the
below extract from the Local Plan Inspector’s report (paragraph 69) confirms that the
delivery of an average of 460 dwellings per annum is to be treated as a minimum with every
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effort made to deliver more homes, both within the urban areas but also by maximising the
potential of the Sustainable Urban Extensions (SUEs).
“However, the existence of an unmet housing need means that the Council should not be
complacent. The Framework (paragraph 17) encourages every effort to be made to meet
the housing (and other) needs of an area. Consequently all opportunities should be taken
to increase housing delivery from within the urban areas above that currently envisaged,
where consistent with the overall strategy, and to maximise provision from the identified
SUEs. The Council should also collaborate urgently with neighbouring local planning
authorities to establish whether its unmet need can be met across the wider housing
market areas, as required by paragraph 179 of the Framework. (Our emphasis)
3

To date, none of the other Local Authorities within the East Surrey Housing Market Area
(HMA) has identified that they can accommodate any of Reigate and Banstead’s existing
unmet housing needs. As such, in accordance with the Local Plan Inspector’s findings (as
above), all opportunities to maximise housing delivery within Reigate and Banstead need to
be pursued. The 460 dwellings per annum figure is not a cap and every effort needs to be
made to meet OAN within the administrative boundaries of Reigate and Banstead.

Summary
2.16
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It is clear that there have been material changes in circumstance since the Inspector assessed
the housing policies within the Local Plan: Core Strategy (relating to housing need but also
identified housing capacity). This signals that the DMP should not be wedded to a housing
requirement policy which must now be considered to be out of date. More supply for housing
has been identified which means the capacity cap of 460 dpa which informed the housing
requirement is no longer appropriate. Furthermore, the impacts of not planning to meet
housing need since the adoption of the Local Plan: Core Strategy in 2014 has already been borne
out in ever increasing affordability ratios. There is a clear justification for the Council to plan
proactively to close the gap between the adopted Local Plan housing requirement and housing
need, not least in the context of the latest household projections (2014-based) and the
Government’s Standardised Methodology for Housing Need and the scale of the uplift in
housing need it identifies for Reigate and Banstead by mid-2019.
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3.0

Housing Delivery
Delivery of Sustainable Urban Extensions

3.1

The adopted Local Plan: Core Strategy plans for the delivery of SUEs, including to the East of
Redhill, but identifies a hierarchy of preferred development locations. Policy CS6 (Allocation of
Land for Development) prioritises development of urban areas in the first instance, thereafter:
‘‘The Council will also allocate land beyond the current urban area for sustainable urban
extensions, based on an assessment of the potential within the following broad areas of search
(in order of priority):

3.2

a

Countryside beyond the Green Belt adjoining the urban area of Horley

b

East of Redhill and East of Merstham

c

South and South West of Reigate.

The Core Strategy is clear how Policy CS6 will be implemented, including through:
‘‘Site allocations in the DMP and on the Policies Map, including in regeneration areas, and
allocated and safeguarded sites for sustainable urban extensions.’’

3.3

Policy CS13 (Housing Delivery) provides further detail regarding the delivery of the SUE sites:
‘‘The Council will identify and allocate in the DMP the necessary sites to deliver these homes in
accordance with the policies in the Core Strategy. Sites for sustainable urban extensions within
the broad areas of search set out in policy CS6 will be released when such action is necessary
to maintain a five year supply of specific deliverable sites (based on the residual annual
housing requirement). The phasing of sustainable urban extension sites will be set out in the
DMP and will take account of strategic infrastructure requirements.’’

Draft Policy MLS1 (Phasing of Urban Extensions)
3.4

The DMP Regulation 18 consultation document proposed the following approach to delaying the
release of SUEs:

3.5

‘‘reserve sites will be taken out of the Green Belt, and included within the urban area, however
they will continue to be protected as though they are Green Belt until such time as they are
formally released for development” (page 134).

3.6

Berkeley’s representations objected to this approach, principally that it was not consistent with
the Local Plan Core Strategy, the Inspector’s Report or the NPPF to delay the delivery of SUEs to
the east of Redhill through what is effectively a ‘reserve site’ status.

3.7

In the current DMP Regulation 19 Consultation document, the Council has amended draft
Policy MLS1 to maintain its proposed strategy to only release SUE sites for development
through the annual monitoring process (part 1 of MLS1), i.e., the sites will be released when the
Council identify a five year supply shortfall through this process (part 2 of MLS1).

3.8

Berkeley’s site at Hillsbrow has been allocated as a SUE to be released for development under
draft Policy MLS1. Indeed, the site at Hillsbrow is the first of all the East of Redhill sites to be
released (see part 2 ‘b’). Berkeley supports the recognition of the sustainability credentials of the
site through this identified phasing (see section 4.0 of this report); but, maintains an objection
to the Council’s continued commitment to delay the release of the SUEs through a monitor and
release mechanism. Although the Council has removed specific reference to ‘reserve sites’ from
the DMP and this is welcomed; in effect, the SUE sites will still be left in a ‘limbo’ status under
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the approach which draft Policy MLS1 prescribes. It follows that Berkeley objects to the
approach for release in this policy.
Why delay the release of Urban Extensions?
3.9

There are a number of reasons why the proposal to release SUEs only when it is assessed
through a monitoring report that there is a deficit in five year housing land supply is not
appropriate. It is inconsistent with the Local Plan: Core Strategy, the Inspector’s Report and the
NPPF, and therefore ‘un-sound’ to delay the delivery of SUEs:
1

As set out above, by virtue of the updated information available concerning current and
likely future substantially higher levels of OAN and the increased urban capacity position of
Reigate and Banstead, it is clear that Policy CS13 of the Reigate and Banstead Local Plan:
Core Strategy is out of date as these both represent material changes in circumstance from
the position when the Core Strategy was examined and adopted. The DMP provides an
opportunity to address these changes in circumstance; most importantly there is a
compelling case that SUE sites should be released to maximise the housing delivery from
these sites to assist in closing the gap between the adopted housing requirement and OAN
and thereby reduce the scale of unmet need that is not currently being addressed elsewhere.

2

Even if it is concluded that Policy CS13 is not ‘out-of-date’, the presumption in favour of
sustainable development applies as per paragraph 14 of the NPPF which specifically states
for plan making that:




local planning authorities should positively seek opportunities to meet the
development needs of their area;
Local Plans should meet objectively assessed needs, with sufficient flexibility to adapt
to rapid change, unless:
i

any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and demonstrably outweigh
the benefits, when assessed against the policies in this Framework taken as a
whole; or

ii

specific policies in this Framework indicate development should be restricted.

The situation for Reigate and Banstead would be that OAN is now even greater than it was
at the time the Local Plan: Core Strategy was examined, and that evidence (the latest
household projections) clearly demonstrates this is likely to increase (see para. 2.5-2.7
above). Reigate and Banstead’s unmet housing needs against the adopted housing
requirement are not being met elsewhere within or beyond the HMA, so there are
substantial unmet housing needs in the Borough. The fact that a sustainable site (such as
land at Hillsbrow) is allocated for housing development, but cannot be developed because
there is not a gap in the five year housing land supply position, measured against a housing
requirement which is out of date by virtue of increased need and identified housing
capacity, is clearly illogical and not consistent with the objectives of the Framework (para.
14 but also para. 47 which requires LPAs to boost significantly the supply of housing).
3
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The NPPF requires Local Plans to plan positively for development and to take account of
longer term requirements (para. 157, bullet point 2). In this sense, the intention to phase
and only release the SUEs when a five year housing land supply can no longer be
demonstrated is not compliant with the NPPF as the Council effectively needs to re-visit
what sites to allocate on a yearly basis. As drafted, MSL1 does therefore not meet the
requirement of paragraph 157. Furthermore, the monitor and release mechanism within
this policy will only identify a shortfall in housing supply after the deficit has occurred. The
policy is therefore in effect planning to respond to failure in housing delivery, this does not
amount to positive planning and is therefore contrary to paragraph 157 of the NPPF. It is
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also not an effective release mechanism for delivery because the Council will need to release
the site well in advance of it being required. The SUE sites, like all other housing sites, have
significant lead-in times to delivery of houses and that must be considered in the timing of
the release of the SUE sites for development.
4

This is emphasised in a number of appeal and SoS decisions where notwithstanding
demonstration of a five year supply of housing land; it was concluded that this should not
mean that Councils do not need to approve sustainable housing schemes beyond this point.
Therefore only releasing SUE sites when there is a gap in the five year land supply position
becomes nonsensical in this context.
The Money Hill appeal (APP/G2435/A/14/2228806) February 2016 was recovered by the
SofS and clearly states at paragraphs 19 and 20 of the decision that despite the Council
having a five year housing land supply, significant weight should be applied to the delivery
of housing, particularly affordable housing.
The Lichfield appeal at land and buildings off Watery Lane, (APP/K3415/A/14/2224354)
was also recovered by the SofS in February 2017. Despite the presence of a five year housing
land supply, the SofS considered that other material considerations indicated the proposal
should be determined other than in accordance with the Development Plan and placed very
substantial weight on the provision of affordable and market housing at paragraph 53.
The Ryedale appeal considered the two sites, Site A (APP/Y2736/W/15/3136233) and Site B
(APP/Y2736/W/15/3136237). The inspector found that as the Council could demonstrate a
five-year supply of housing land, the benefits of the proposals to housing supply in general
was limited to boosting the supply (paragraph 71). But, in considering the Council’s track
record of housing delivery the Inspector considered the proposals’ compliance with
affordable housing would be a “considerable benefit” as set out at paragraphs 71 and 72.

5

Furthermore, even if this method of delayed release were used, it provides insufficient
certainty and could create a situation whereby, in the event that a site is released for
development due to appearance of a gap in five year housing land supply, there is no
guarantee that the site will be able to deliver sufficient homes within the five year period to
meet the shortfall. In this sense, the proposed approach does also not accord with
paragraph 173 of the framework which confirms that “pursuing sustainable development
requires careful attention to viability and costs in plan-making and decision taking, Plans
should be deliverable’’. When there is uncertainty about the timing of the development of a
site, it cannot be expected that an applicant would necessarily be ready to submit an
application imminently and thus for sufficient development to be achieved in the five year
period to alleviate the gap in supply, particularly on larger sites. A policy that places these
sites in permanent abeyance until triggered at an as yet unknown date means that there will
be a lag between the decision to release the site and the implementation of the development
as time is required by the developer and the Local Planning Authority to mobilise resources
to prepare, determine and implement a planning application/ permission. In simple terms,
this approach cannot be guaranteed to be ‘deliverable’ and is not a sensible method of
ensuring a timely release of land to sustain five years of housing land.

6

There are no equivalent restrictive policies via the NPPF which would have the effect of the
site being protected as if it were still Green Belt until such time as it is ‘released’. It is not
the intention for the SUE sites to be ‘safeguarded land’ as defined in paragraph 85 of the
Framework, which is where development is to be permitted only once it is proposed
following a Local Plan review to be granted. Here the situation is quite different and, in the
context of unmet housing need (which existed even at the time of the adoption of the Core
Strategy and irrespective of the recent evidence of increased need), for the Council to apply
its proposed approach would not be consistent with the NPPF.
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7

Finally, for the reasons set out above Berkeley object to the inclusion of a monitor and
release trigger in the policy for the delivery of SUE sites as it is not consistent with the Local
Plan: Core Strategy, the Inspector’s Report or the NPPF. But if the Council wishes to
maintain a phased release of SUE sites, Berkeley support the phasing as set out in this
policy. However, if the trigger for delivery is no longer a gap in five year housing land
supply, then the only other logical planning reason to delay release would be around the
capacity of local infrastructure. In this context, there is no reason why development of the
preferred SUEs in the phasing plan at Horley, Redhill and Reigate (i.e. groups in different
locations) could not begin in tandem as they would not be impacting the same local
infrastructure networks.

Ensuring flexibility in delivery of SUEs
3.10

Notwithstanding the above, if it is somehow maintained that SUEs can soundly be ‘held’ and
only released when a five year supply cannot be demonstrated, Berkeley consider it will be
crucial to include an appropriate allowance for flexibility in MLS1 which would contribute to
meeting paragraph 21 of the framework:
‘‘Policies should be flexible enough to accommodate needs not anticipated in the plan and to
allow a rapid response to changes in economic circumstances’’

3.11

It is particularly important to ensure there is sufficient flexibility within policy MLS1 given
intention to suspend the SUE sites until triggered at an as yet unknown date. This approach
adds a significant element of risk for site owners/developers (see point 4 above). It is quite
possible that some of the SUE sites may no longer be deliverable in a time period that would
address the five year supply when the site is given the ‘call up’; when an alternative SUE may be
readily available.

3.12

Berkeley therefore support the principle of part 4 of draft policy MLS1 which allows for a
departure from the phasing in MLS1 in certain circumstances:
‘‘Planning permission will only be granted for the development of an urban extension site
where this is not in accordance with the phasing in (2), where:
a

Evidence demonstrates that higher priority sites are not deliverable within a
timescale which would address the five year supply shortfall; and

b

It can be demonstrated that any site-specific constraints or infrastructure
requirements associated with the site can be adequately addressed prior to, or in the
early stages of, development’’

3.13

However, as drafted, part four cannot be considered sound in the context of national policy:
delaying granting planning permission in this manner is against national policy which makes it
clear that ‘‘policies in Local Plans should follow the approach of the presumption in favour of
sustainable development so that it is clear that development which is sustainable can be
approved without delay’’ (emphasis added). Instead, Berkeley considers the Council should
amend the policy to add flexibility regarding the release of the SUEs for development rather
than when planning permission is granted.

3.14

Part 4 of policy MLS1 should be amended as followed (amendments in bold):
‘‘Planning permission will only be granted for the development of An urban
extension site will only be released for development where this is not in accordance with
the phasing in (2), where:…’’
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3.15

Notwithstanding this amendment, Berkeley reiterates that its clear preference is that it is not a
sound approach to delay the release of the SUE sites; it is apparent that Reigate and Banstead
should be planning with greater allowance for longer-term needs than is currently permitted
under Draft Policy MLS1.

An Effective Housing Trajectory
3.16

Paragraph 47 (point 4) of the NPPF requires LPAs to:
‘‘for market and affordable housing illustrate the expected rate of housing delivery through a
housing trajectory for the plan period and set out a housing implementation strategy for the
full range of housing describing how they will maintain delivery of a five-year supply of
housing land to meet their housing target.’’

3.17

The Council provide its Housing Trajectory at Annex 7 of the DMP. As drafted, the trajectory
groups the sites by area and type of supply and identifies the Council’s position as at 31 st March
with an overall housing capacity of 7,622 dwellings for the plan period (2012 – 2027). Individual
sites in any category are not identifiable in this form. As such, the trajectory does not adequately
identify the expected rate of housing delivery from individual sites as would be expected at this
stage in plan development; no details (site addresses, planning reference numbers or detail of
stage in the planning process) are provided for individual sites. The trajectory is also nearly a
year out of date and has a base date of 31 March 2017. It follows that it is not possible to draw up
to date conclusions regarding whether identified delivery/build out rates are justified or
achievable for each of the areas of supply listed in the trajectory at Annex 7 of the DMP, or even,
the extent of any permissions which might have expired to understand if the Council needs to
provide a lapse rate. The trajectory does not therefore satisfy the requirements of the PPG (ID:
3-028).

3.18

Practically, site ERM1 is included in the housing trajectory (an urban extension in Redhill)
which provides clear evidence that the site is required relatively soon to maintain supply. To
achieve this commitment to the Council will need to release the site well in advance of the time
at which it is required for delivery. The SUE sites cannot simply deliver with almost immediate
effect, they have significant lead-in times to delivery of houses like any other site and this must
be considered in the timing of the release of the SUE sites for development. Lichfields award
winning research ‘Start to Finish – How Quickly do Large-Scale Housing Sites Deliver?’ shows
that the average amount of time it takes a sites of less than 100 units to deliver its first house is
almost 3 years from the submission of a planning application (Figure 4 of the report). This
timeline increases further when the initial preparatory work to submit an application is taken
into account or indeed if the site is greater than 100 units. Based on these averages it is clear
that the release of SUE sites will need to come significantly earlier than they are needed in the
Council’s trajectory.

Initial Assessment of Five Year Housing Land Supply
3.19

The most recent, detailed trajectory the Council has produced is included in the Council’s 2017
‘Housing Monitor’ report, albeit this is only for five years. The identified supply (a total of 2,680
dwellings 2017-2022) aligns with the DMP trajectory for the same period, albeit the Council has
removed a windfall allowance of 50 from the year 2017/18 in the DMP trajectory (therefore
giving a figure of 2,630). The Housing Monitor trajectory also has a base date of 31 March 2017.
The assessment below has therefore been informed by the 2017 Housing Monitor Trajectory.

3.20

From this initial review, it evident that Reigate and Banstead may have overestimated its five
year deliverable supply (2017 – 2022). Certainly, the Council needs to update and provide
additional evidence in the Housing Trajectory for the examination of the Local Plan.
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Sites with planning permission
3.21

A review of the 2017 Housing Monitor demonstrates the Council has made a significant error in
recording the deliverable units from this component of supply, in that it has used gross rather
than net figures. In previous Housing Delivery Reports the Council has not done this and it
appears to be a mistake in this particular iteration of the Housing Delivery Report. This error
appears to have been carried over into the DMP Trajectory as the total figure for this component
of supply aligns with the Housing Monitor trajectory (1,995). Amending the incorrect gross
deliverable figures to net decreases five year supply (2017-2022) by 89 units.

Windfalls
3.22

Paragraph 48 of the NPPF allows LPAs to “make an allowance for windfall sites in the five year
supply if they have compelling evidence that such sites have consistently become available in
the local area and will continue to provide a reliable source of supply”.

3.23

The Council has included two windfall components (in both the 2017 Housing monitor and
subsequent DMP Trajectory), the windfall allowance of 50dpa calculated in the 2012 SHLAA
and a 25dpa allowance for office to residential permitted development conversions. However,
the analysis used to justify this position is dated as it has not been revisited since 2012, this
draws into question the robustness of the assessment which does not factor in the trend for the
past five years see appendix 5 SHLAA 2012.

3.24

Furthermore, it appears that the Council has applied the windfall allowance to the 5YHLS
position in the 2017 Housing Monitor incorrectly. The Council is double counting small site
permissions (planning permissions for schemes of five or less units) and office to residential
prior approvals with the windfalls by applying windfalls over the entire five year period.
Planning permissions for five units or less are included as sites with planning permission, these
schemes are previous windfall sites as they were not allocated or planned for. Therefore there
should be no windfalls included in at least the first two years of the 5YHLS calculation to avoid
any double counting. Although, given the lack of detail in the DMP trajectory, it cannot be
confirmed, but one could assume that the Council has carried this approach forward. As such,
this would reduce windfalls to 225 units, within the five years, a reduction of 150 units.

Summary
3.25

Berkeley supports the proposal to allocate the site at Hillsbrow but the intention to phase SUE
sites in the context of positive planning and OAN is clearly illogical and is inconsistent with
national planning policy; the Council needs to ensure it is planning for needs now.

3.26

Notwithstanding this, the inadequate housing trajectory is a particular omission for Reigate and
Banstead. As drafted, individual sites in any category are not identifiable by site addresses,
planning reference numbers or detail of stage in the planning process, but rather they are
grouped together. It follows that it is therefore not possible to draw up to date conclusions on
whether identified delivery/build out rates are justified or achievable for any site. The trajectory
does not therefore satisfy the requirements of the PPG (ID: 3-028).

3.27

The initial assessment of the Council’s identified five year supply has uncovered that there are
likely to be errors in this calculation leading to an over estimation of identified supply.

3.28

The Council must provide a robust and detailed housing trajectory in line with paragraph 47 of
the Framework so that it can be demonstrated how a five year land supply will be maintained
throughout the plan period as it will enable early consideration if, and when, actual delivery
begins to fall short of anticipated delivery. The initial review demonstrates there to be
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uncertainty in the Council’s position, indicating further justification for why the Council should
not stall the delivery of SUE sites dependent on there being a gap in the 5YHLS.
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4.0

Green Belt

4.1

This Section briefly reviews the Council’s Evidence base as relevant to Land at Hillsbrow.
Although the representations support the Council’s decision to release the Hillsbrow site from
the Green Belt for development as a priority over the other three East of Redhill Sites, the below
sets out the reasons for disputing the Council’s conclusion to delay the release of the site for
development with effectively a ‘reserve site’ status.

4.2

Berkeley consider there to be a clear case for full release of the site now in the context of clear
housing need for the borough and the uplift in delivery needed to meet levels of housing need
following the publication of the Government’s new standard methodology.

Reigate and Banstead Evidence Base
4.3

The Reigate and Banstead Green Belt Review (October 2017) comprises the evidence base for
the current DMP consultation document. The study builds on the Council’s previous review of
its Green Belt published as evidence base in June 2016. The purpose of both studies was to
review land around the edge of the existing built-up area in the identified areas of search for
SUEs as stated in the Borough’s Core Strategy in order to assess the extent to which that land
contributes to the purposes and integrity of the Green Belt and provide evidence to identify
where revised boundaries could be drawn in order to ensure permanence and longevity of the
Green Belt.

4.4

Both reviews address the specific aims set out in Policy CS3 by:




4.5

Considering the extent of contribution of land identified for SUEs to Green Belt
Purposes;
Identifying where boundaries could be revised to align with clear and strong physical
features;



Assessing if any villages should be removed from the Green Belt; and



Assessing if any rural surrounds should be added to the Green Belt.

The most recent evidence base (October 2017) additionally considers whether there are
exceptional circumstances for altering Green Belt Boundaries on the back of the
recommendations made in the report and other evidence base documents.

Land at Hillsbrow, Redhill
Green Belt Purposes
4.6
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The Reigate and Banstead Green Belt Review Appendix 1: Parcel Assessments shows the
individual assessments against Green Belt purposes undertaken for sites ERM1-ERM5. The
outcome of this assessment is that site ERM1 has a relatively low overall priority for protection,
scoring ‘3’ (4 equating to the lowest and 1 the highest). In particular, the land parcel is identified
as having strong, defensible boundaries meaning that its development would have a limited
impact on urban sprawl. Based on the Council’s own evidence, of the five purposes of Green Belt
set out in paragraph 80 of the NPPF, ERM1 performed as follows.
1

to check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas: ‘lower importance to Green
Belt’

2

to prevent neighbouring towns merging into one another: ‘moderate importance to
Green Belt’
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3

to assist in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment: ‘moderate importance to
Green Belt’

4

to preserve the setting and special character of historic towns: ‘lower importance to
Green Belt’

5

to assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the recycling of derelict and other urban
land: ‘lower importance to Green Belt’

4.7

However, it should be noted that the extent of the land parcel assessed in ERM1 as part of the
Green Belt Review (as included in Appendix 1) is such that different areas of this land parcel
could themselves perform differently in Green Belt terms. This is of relevance to Lichfields’
review of the Green Belt document.

4.8

Further, there are two principle concerns around the approach to the Green Belt review in
respect of Green Belt purpose 2 (prevent neighbouring towns from merging into one another)
and 3 (safeguarding the countryside from encroachment). Berkeley raised these concerns at the
previous stage of consultation in its representations to Regulation 18 DMP and is disappointed
that the Council has not re-visited its assessment of these purposes. In fact, the assessments at
Annex 1 of both evidence base documents are identical.

4.9

Berkeley therefore maintains that the following two concerns mean the Green Belt review has
over-estimated the scale of importance of the ERM1 site to the Green Belt:
1

The NPPF identifies that one of the purposes of the Green Belt is to prevent the merging of
neighbouring towns. The Council has considered this purpose correctly. The Green Belt
Review draws its conclusion that ERM1 is of ‘moderate importance’ because any
development of ERM1 would reduce the gap between the settlements of Redhill and
Nutfield/South Nutfield from 1.85km to 1.45km. There are two problems with this analysis:
a

Nutfield/South Nutfield is not a town but a village. Green Belt policy is intended to
relate to ‘towns’ not small settlements. This purpose does not apply in this instance.

b

Furthermore, a simple straight line measurement is too crude a method of assessment.
Development on this site would sit within a wooded landscape framework which clearly
prevents coalescence even were such a factor to relate to small scale settlements.

The approach of the Council’s Green Belt review is not consistent with PAS Guidance on
Green Belt1 which states, in respect of this purpose that:
“Green Belt is frequently said to maintain the separation of small settlements near to
towns, but this is not strictly what the purpose says. This will be different for each case. A
‘scale rule’ approach should be avoided. The identity of a settlement is not really
determined just by the distance to another settlement; the character of the place and of the
land in between must be taken into account. Landscape character assessment is a useful
analytical tool for use in undertaking this type of assessment.”
In light of the above, there is no justification for concluding that the ERM1 site is of
‘moderate importance’ to this Green Belt purpose. It can only be scored as being of ‘lower
importance to Green Belt’.
2

1

With regards to the Green Belt purpose of safeguarding the countryside from
encroachment, similar problems arise. The Council’s Green Belt Review notes that the
following.

Planning Advisory Service: Planning on the Doorstep: The Big Issues – Green Belt
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“The openness of the parcel is not particularly appreciable externally at a local or
landscape scale due to the density of woodland cover and overall visual strength of the
boundaries. The topography of the site is such that it is a constraint to any encroachment
as it would physically contain the development and somewhat distinguishes the parcel
from the surrounding countryside”.
The northern part of the site is not unduly constrained by topography and is enclosed by
dense woodland, both of which help avoid visual encroachment. Furthermore, Berkeley
intends to retain and enhance the Ancient Woodland and other significant woodland on site
as a landscape framework that would be reflected by any Green Belt boundary amendment
in the event of the release of the site; as such the dense woodland cover of the site could
continue to be maintained. A scheme which is framed by woodland could not accommodate
further extensions, therefore it cannot be concluded that this self-contained parcel would
encroach on the countryside to any significant degree. There is an inevitable limit to
development in this location, which would not give rise to concerns that it opens the door
for further encroachment into the countryside.
As such the ‘moderate importance’ to Green Belt purpose is similarly not justified. It should
also be scored as being of ‘lower importance to Green Belt’ for site ERM1.
4.10

If the performance of ERM1 against purposes 2 and 3 were downgraded to being of ‘lower
importance’ to reflect the above factors, then ERM1 would be the best scoring of the assessed
sites for development at East Redhill and East Merstham within regards to Green Belt purposes.
This would give the site an overall score of ‘4’ - the lowest priority for protection.

Exceptional Circumstances for Altering the Green Belt
4.11

Building on the Sustainable Urban Extensions Stage 2 Technical Report which recommends that
parcels, including EMR1, be considered for allocation as SUEs, Part 4 of the Green Belt Review
considers the use of the phrase ‘exceptional circumstances’ as this appears in national planning
policy and applies to recommending alterations to the Metropolitan Green Belt in Reigate &
Banstead Borough. The following conclusions are drawn:
1

‘‘There is an overriding need for development’’ – As set out at section 2.0 of these
representations, the Council is planning for a significantly lower housing target of 460dpa
compared to the OAN of 600-640 dwellings. The Green Belt Review recognises this and
references the 2016 SHLAA Addendum, which identifies a shortfall of 631 housing units for
the remaining plan period (April 2021 – March 2027). The SHLAA addendum then
identified that the broad locations proposed for urban extensions could accommodate a
total of 1,018 dwellings. It follows that the Green Belt review concludes:
‘‘Consequently, it can be said that there is an overriding need for housing development in
the borough, and for some of this development to take place outside the urban area. There
is an overriding need to identify land suitable for urban extensions providing at least 631
new dwellings, and preferably somewhat more than that to account for expected
developments or anticipated windfalls not materialising. This means it is possible that
there are exceptional circumstances for altering the Green Belt if the other criteria are
met.’’ (Emphasis added)
Berkeley support this conclusion, particularly the clear reference to 631 as a ‘minimum’
figure given that our assessment at Section 2.0 of these representations, identifies the
Borough’s OAN is due to increase to 1,177 as of July 2019.

2
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significantly more sustainable option than development wholly outside the
Green Belt’’ – Although it would be theoretically possible to accommodate development
on land outside the Green Belt around Horley, after assessment, only 4 of the 17 parcels
were found to be potentially appropriate for sustainable housing development – parcels
NWH1, NWH2, SEH1, and SEH4. The remaining parcels were found to have severe
constraints. In comparison, an assessment of possible SUE sites within the Green Belt
identified 9/14 sustainable locations for housing development, including ERM1:
‘‘The proposed sites for allocation are close to existing settlements and road access, and
the Strategic Highway Assessment has found that their development would not unduly
burden the transport capacity of the borough… The sites near Redhill are particularly
close to the town centre, and should be accessible through sustainable modes of transport.
The sites are all sequentially preferable in terms of reducing flood risk. Some mitigation
measures may be needed to deal with impacts on biodiversity, landscape, or air quality
and noise pollution, but the same or greater levels of mitigation would be required on the
remaining sites within the Rural Surrounds of Horley to make them fit for development.’’
Berkeley support the conclusion that EMR1 provides a sustainable site for development
now (this is expanded upon in Section 4.0 below) and provides justification for why the
Council should not delay releasing the site for development.
3

4.12

‘‘The proposed removal would not seriously conflict with the purposes or
integrity of the Green Belt’’- this conclusion follows parcel assessment of site ERM1
(see paragraphs 4.8 – 4.11 above), as well as assessments of sites ERM2 -5, SSW6, 7 and 9.
Berkeley supports this overall conclusion, notwithstanding the comments set out above.

Overall, the Council conclude (para 6.32) that ‘‘there are exceptional circumstances for
removing land from the Green Belt for the recommended urban extensions’’. This
includes for Berkley’s site at ERM1 which the review determines to be sustainable site for
development now.

Summary
4.13

Berkeley has demonstrated, through its re-assessment of parcel EMR1 in relation to the site’s
relative performance against the five purposes of the Green Belt, that amending some scores to
‘lower importance’ would better describe known features of the site. This would give the site an
overall score of ‘4’ - the lowest priority for protection.

4.14

The Council’s assessment concludes exceptional circumstances exist for releasing land from the
Green Belt for SUEs, including site ERM1 and the evidence document presents no justification
for why development should be stalled at the SUE sites. Therefore, given the context of the
Borough’s extensive unmet need, the approach to delay development is therefore not sound in
the Context of NPPF, particularly paragraph 47, which requires LPAs to ‘‘boost significantly the
supply of housing’’, including through ‘‘using their evidence base to ensure that their Local Plan
meets the full Objectively Assessed Needs’’.
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5.0

Planning Benefits of Developing Land at
Hillsbrow

5.1

In line with paragraphs 84-85 of the NPPF, it is also of relevance to the assessment of the
relative performance of these sites to consider their sustainability. Paragraph 84 establishes that
the contribution land makes to Green Belt purposes is only part of the wider consideration of the
broader social, economic and environmental roles of sustainability in determining whether or
not, and how, to release land from the Green Belt. Paragraph 84 confirms that there is therefore
a balance to be struck between the consequences of protecting those areas that have importance
to the function and purposes of the Green Belt compared to releasing land that achieves
sustainable development that meets objectively assessed needs.

5.2

The Section briefly reviews the Council’s evidence base and sets out the strong sustainability
credentials of the site as a location for strategic scale housing development; the site presents a
clear opportunity for significant number of new homes which will help to meet the acute
housing needs that exist within the Borough.

Reigate and Banstead Evidence Base – Sustainability Appraisal
(October 2017)
5.3

Policy CS6 of the Local Plan: Core Strategy states that development sites will be allocated in the
DMP “…taking account of sustainability considerations including environmental and amenity
value, localised constraints and opportunities, the need to secure appropriate
infrastructure/service provision, and the policies within this Core Strategy.”

5.4

A Sustainability Appraisal (SA) was produced for the Regulation 18 document, following this
consultation; a new scoping report was produced to evaluate the environmental, economic, and
social issues in the Borough. This scoping report informed the production of a further SA
(October 2017) as supporting evidence for the current Regulation 19 consultation. The current
SA includes an evaluation of the proposed objectives and policies of the DMP and the potential
site allocations in a number of areas (including some alternative options that were not evaluated
at Regulation 18 stage).

Land at Hillsbrow, Redhill
5.5

The October 2017 SA assesses Land at Hillsbrow in relation to the sustainability objectives at
page 122 (see Appendix 2 of these representations).

5.6

The site is identified to have a capacity of 113 - 226 dwellings and scores relatively highly across
the sustainability benefits in the SA; the site is identified to have an expected, overall positive
impact on half of the criteria, including a very positive impact on objectives to reduce flood risk
(objective 1), adapt to climate change (objective 10) and provide sufficient housing to enable
people to live in an affordable home suitable to their needs (objective 11). The site is assessed to
have a likely neutral impact on four criteria. Berkeley supports these assessments and the
following assessment made in relation to the site:
‘‘… The site is not located within a flood zone. The site is close to the town centre and
employment area, with access to public transport. The site would potentially open up access to
the Urban Open Land contained within its boundaries, improving public health and access to
recreation.’’ (2017 SA, page 122)

5.7
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However, the SA also identifies an expected negative impact on objectives 14 and 16 and expects
a ‘very’ negative impact on objective 15, with the following justifications:
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5.8

1

Objective 14: To ensure air quality continues to improve and noise and light pollution are
reduced -‘‘ the site is close to a major road and a landfill site, leading to potential air and
noise pollution issues’’

2

Objective 16 to conserve and enhance biodiversity – ‘‘The site contains some area of
ancient woodland, and generally contains dense woodland, as well as being adjacent to
an SNCI’’

3

Objective 15, to protect and enhance landscape character (very negative) – ‘‘The site is also
elevated and near the AGLV, meaning it may have a particularly strong landscape
character impact’’

The below sets out how these issues can be overcome or have been misinterpreted for the site.

Pollution
5.9

The 2017 SA identifies the site to have an expected very positive impact on ability to adapt to the
changing climate (objective 10) as well as a positive impact on objective 4, to reduce the need to
travel and encourage sustainable transport options. It therefore appears these three assessments
are at odds with an expected negative impact on air quality. Until such a time as a detailed
masterplan for the site is complete, the associated design and mitigation are unknown. There is
no evidence therefore to suggest that development of this site would be subject to pollution
issues’.

5.10

For example, development could be facilitated with ancient and other woodland retained on the
site which will provide natural buffers to noise, air and light pollution. The lighting design for
the scheme would be sympathetic to the surrounding environment. Further mitigation could be
provided within the development scheme where required to ensure the development of the site
provides no less than neutral impact.

Biodiversity
5.11

On 7 April 2017, Derek Finne Associates (Ecologists) provided a note to Berkeley in response to
concerns raised by some representors relating to the potential impacts of the possible
development at Hillsbrow (See Appendix 3). Berkeley is committed to achieving net biodiversity
gain on all of its sites and the note specifically relates to the potential impacts upon the areas of
Ancient woodland around the edge of the proposed development area, as well as the overall
impact upon wildlife that may be present within and around, the site as a whole. The note
confirmed the following:
1

Within the initial proposals for Hillsbrow, the connectivity between the Ancient woodland
and surrounding woodland blocks and hedgerows would be maintained and re-enforced
wherever possible. A 15m buffer zone around the edge of the Ancient woodland would be
incorporated into the design from the onset, whilst the lighting design for the scheme would
be sympathetic to the surrounding environment. Hence, there would appear to be no
residual impacts upon the ancient woodland as a result of any future development.

2

The woodlands within Hillsbrow are currently used for a range of outdoor recreational
activities, and as such, both areas of woodland have been subject to a high level of human
disturbance in recent years, greatly reducing the value of the woodland resource. The soils
and associated ground flora have therefore been subject to extensive erosion. Bracken,
which can be highly invasive, is also becoming dominant in several places. The reduction in
ecological value of the woodland blocks is exacerbated by the lack of any positive
management within the woodland. It follows that the proposed development of the site is
likely to lead to a reduction in the level and extent of recreational use within the Ancient
woodland and it would be possible to introduce a sympathetic management regime, leading
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to a sustainable increase in the biodiversity value, by allowing the ground flora to naturally
regenerate, encouraging tree regeneration leading to an increase in the structural diversity,
as well as reducing the amount of human disturbance. Hence, there is likely to be a long
term positive impact from the development.
3

5.12

In terms of Green Infrastructure, referring to site ERM1, the DMP consultation document
(para. 4.6.38) recognises that: ‘‘There is scope for development to improve green
infrastructure linkages with the surrounding countryside and secure enhanced
management of the ancient woodland areas.’’ Berkeley supports this recognition that
there is potential for such a contribution to provide mitigation if it is considered to be
required.

The scheme could therefore provide justified additional mitigation as is necessary to ensure
development of the site provides no less than neutral impact, as well as potential positive impact
in the longer term.

Landscape
5.13

A Landscape and Visual Assessment – Baseline report (July 2014) has been undertaken for
Berkeley for this site and previously submitted to the Council. The assessment concludes that
the land to the north of the site is located on gently sloping ground and is adjacent to the
settlement edge of Redhill. Views are largely screened by existing vegetation and any views from
the Surrey Hills AONB are seen within the context of Redhill and the M25 motorway.
Development within this area of the site would not change the character of the view
significantly. The area is also well contained by woodland and performs fewer of the Green Belt
functions. Furthermore, the small area of semi-mature woodland has some capacity for
development. The area is highly enclosed with views limited to a short section of Nutfield Road
(immediately to the north of the area).

5.14

In addition to the July 2014 baseline report, HDA provided an update note to consider the
representations made in respect of the DMP Reg 18 consultation (see Appendix 4), based on
further visual assessment, in the field, carried out in March 2017. The assessment confirms the
site is well-contained by the existing woodland structure and that there are no extensive or open
views of the proposed development area. This is evidenced in the illustrative masterplan, see
Appendix 5. The proposed development would retain the existing woodland around and within
the site and extend the town in a similar manner to the current settlement pattern. Overall, it is
clear that the proposed development of the site would not detract from the general character of
the wider landscape or materially affect the character of the Greensand Hills ridgeline.

5.15

Any proposals will consider the rural character of the area and the sensitivity of the surrounding
mature woodland. Development of the site would therefore have an overall neutral impact on
landscape and the assessment should be amended to reflect this.

Summary
5.16

The above assessment demonstrates that those sustainability objectives assessed to have
expected negative impact have been either misapplied or can be mitigated; there are no
‘showstopper’ constraints to the development of this site that cannot be overcome and the
design and infrastructure needs set out by the Council can be accommodated and mitigation
provided on-site.

5.17

It follows that site ERM1 is the best scoring assessed site for development at East Redhill and
East Merstham with development causing the least harm to the Green Belt purposes. In all
other respects it represents a suitable site for development and is sustainable development in
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line with the NPPF. The Council’s Stage 2 SUE Technical Report 2 presents a clear summary of
how the Sustainability Appraisal has assessed ERM1:
‘‘Overall the site is suitable for housing development, with limited constraints if woodland
areas are excluded. The site has a number of benefits including proximity to Redhill town
centre, low flood risk, etc, however further work is needed on assessing access and traffic
issues that are likely to be exacerbated by development on the site.’’
5.18

Therefore, in the context of insufficient land in the Borough to meet the full housing need, there
is no reason to delay development of the site as it clearly represents sustainable development in
accordance with the tilted balance in the first limb to paragraph 14 of the NPPF.

2

Which comprises further evidence base for the DMP Regulation 19 Document
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6.0

Draft Policy Review
Draft Policy ERM1

6.1

In this section, Berkeley provide specific comment on the requirements of Draft Policy ERM1
(Land at Hillsbrow, Redhill) which allocates Berkeley’s site as a Sustainable Urban Extension for
residential development, but, as it is linked to MLS1, the site would only be released for
development when the Borough can no longer demonstrate a 5YHLS as part of its annual
monitoring. For clarity, Berkeley has provided amended Policy Text at the end of this section to
reflect its comments.

Identified Constraints
6.2

Firstly, in continuum to the assessment above, explanatory text identifies ‘Topography’,
‘Woodland’ and ‘Contamination’ as possible constraints to developing the site, Berkeley set out
below how these issues are either not relevant to the site boundary or can be overcome:
Topography

6.3

Explanatory text at paragraph 3.6.38 identifies there ‘‘to be a steep slope on the southern part of
the parcel which means these areas are unsuitable for development’’. Berkeley considers this
point relates to areas of the wider site and not the land within the allocation. The land at the
north of the site is on gently sloping ground adjacent to the settlement edge of Redhill and
would not be unduly impacted by topography. The Council’s identified constraint does therefore
not represent a limitation to delivering sustainable development and so should be removed.
Woodland

6.4

Explanatory text at paragraph 4.6.39 refers to the areas of ancient and other woodland which
limit development potential and require protection as well as there being ‘‘ high visibility of
wooded slopes and the paddock to the south of the site within long distance views, particularly
from the south’’. As above, this constraint refers to the wider site which is not the land within the
allocation. The point is relevant to the rationale for not allocating additional land in this location
but does not relate to the constraints of the site itself. More generally, Berkeley has set out
above, that the ancient woodland does not represent a restraint to developing the site, within the
initial proposals for Hillsbrow, the connectivity between the Ancient woodland and surrounding
woodland blocks and hedgerows would be maintained and re-enforced wherever possible. The
proposed masterplan incorporates a 15m buffer zone between the ancient woodland compliant
with Draft Policy NHE3 (Protecting trees, woodland areas and natural habitats).

Contamination
6.5
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The text identifies there may be possible localised land contamination owing to historic uses on
the site. Berkeley’s own work on the site has not revealed any records of potentially
contaminative uses previously on the site. An isolated pocket of contamination has been
identified within the site but that this can easily be mitigated and therefore contamination does
not present a constraint to the development of the site. Although the 2017 SA makes the
assessment that development of the site is expected to have a positive impact on reducing land
contamination and safeguarding soil quality and quantity (2017 SA Objective 13); in respect of
contamination, there are no records of contaminative uses previously operating on this site.
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Design, Mitigation and Infrastructure
6.6

The DMP consultation document also sets out six design approaches and mitigation
requirements for site ERM1. Table 6.1 below sets out how the scheme can accommodate these
requirements and evidences that there are no fundamental ‘show stoppers’ to development on
this site.
Table 6.1 Meeting Design requirements of Draft Policy ERM1

Design approach and mitigation requirements (ERM1)
1. Deliver biodiversity and green infrastructure
enhancements, including links to the wider countryside,
reflecting the adjacent Holmesdale Biodiversity
Opportunity Area.
2. Protection and enhancement of areas of ancient
woodland and other areas of significant woodland,
including provision of an appropriate buffer zone and
long-term management proposals.
3. Design measures to protect and enhance landscape
quality, including building heights and massing which
ensure the development is not visible in long-range
views.
4. Design measures to protect the setting of adjoining
listed buildings and respect the character of Nutfield
Road.
5. Measures to manage and reduce surface water runoff including a comprehensive system of SUDs.

6. Full contamination survey and land remediation
measures as appropriate

Response
These can be addressed and will be taken into
account in a detailed planning application.

The masterplan will provide a 15m buffer
zone to the ancient woodland on site will be
provided. All other significant woodland will
also be retained.
The development is focused to the north of
the site where views are largely screened by
existing vegetation and any views from the
Surry Hills AONB are seen within the context
of Redhill and the M25 motorway.
This can be addressed and will be agreed with
the Council through a planning application.
This can be addressed and will be agreed with
the Council through a planning application.
Remediation of any on site contamination
could be undertaken by way of a condition to
a planning approval. Berkeley’s own work on
the site has not revealed any evidence of
contamination as a ‘showstopper’ constraint
to development, and the assumption should
be that any localised contamination issues
can be satisfactorily mitigated.

Source: Draft Policy ERM1, DMP Regulation 19
6.7

ERM1 also sets out eight infrastructure requirements. The assessment at Table 6.2 indicates that
Berkeley is agreeable to providing a contribution to these requirements. However, the wording
within ERM1 should include greater flexibility with regards to contributions to offsite
infrastructure given the proximity of ERM1 to adjacent sites ERM2 and 3. Furthermore, the
proposed phasing of the SUEs add uncertainty regarding when the sites will be delivered and as
well as future infrastructure requirements in the Borough which could be subject to change. The
proposed amendments to Policy ERM1 set out below introduce this element of flexibility into
draft policy ERM1; this will enhance delivery of a sustainable scheme for the site.
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Table 6.2 Table 6.2 Meeting Infrastructure requirements of Draft Policy ERM1

Design approach and mitigation requirements (ERM1)
1. Improvement and extension of pedestrian and cycle
facilities, including new footways on Nutfield Road with
safe crossing points to access the footpath adjacent to
Redstone Park (FP102).
2. Enhancement of the footpath adjacent to Redstone
Hollow (FP530).
3. Local improvements to existing bus
infrastructure/passenger facilities on Nutfield Road.
4. Comprehensive initiatives to support and encourage
sustainable travel.
5. Measures to manage the effects on nearby rural and
residential roads, including Cormongers Lane/Fullers
Wood Lane, from rat-running and re-routing.
6. Safe highway access onto Nutfield Road, taking a coordinated approach with any other allocated
development sites in the vicinity.

7. Appropriate on-site public open space and play
facilities.

8. Potential extension to existing allotment site.

Response
Notwithstanding the proposed amendments
with regards to allowing greater flexibility in
the requirements set out at paragraph 6.5
above. These are matters which can be
addressed/agreed with the Council through a
planning application.

It is envisaged that there will be two suitable
access points from the site onto Nutfield
Road. Design of the site access would not
prejudice the delivery of other allocated sites.
It is anticipated that a swathe of open green
space can be provided across the eastern and
south eastern edges of the site, in addition to
retained woodland. The illustrative
masterplan at Appendix 1 makes provision for
a Local Area for Play.
Allotment provision in area to be considered
through planning application.

Source: Draft Policy ERM1, DMP Regulation 19

Residential Allocation
6.8

Berkeley will provide a comprehensive masterplan for the development of Land at Hillsbrow to
be submitted with the application for the site which will accommodate a number of these
requirements.

6.9

The emerging masterplan demonstrates that the site can provide approximately 150 homes, in a
mix compliant with Policy DES4 (Housing Mix) rather than the 100 homes currently drafted in
draft Policy ERM1. The 2017 SA assessment supports this higher provision on the site and
identifies that ‘‘the site is identified to have a capacity of 113 - 226 dwellings’’. The Local Plan
Inspector was also clear that, every effort needs to be made to develop SUEs to optimise their
capacity to make best use of land and maximise their housing provision:
‘‘The existence of an unmet housing need means that the Council should not be complacent. The
Framework (paragraph 17) encourages every effort to be made to meet the housing (and
other) needs of an area. Consequently all opportunities should be taken to increase housing
delivery from within the urban areas above that currently envisaged, where consistent with
the overall strategy, and to maximise provision from the identified SUEs.’’ (paragraph 69,
Inspector’s report).

6.10
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Berkeley therefore request the policy is amended to reflect the sites opportunity to deliver a
higher number of homes.
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6.11

As drafted, ERM1 also requires provision of 25 units of retirement accommodation for older
people. The needs for older people could capture both private and affordable needs and
therefore if retirement accommodation for older people were delivered within the definition of
affordable housing, it should contribute to affordable provision on the site. Berkeley is
supportive of providing a suitable mix of new homes that meets local needs for extra care
provision. However, Draft DES4 makes it clear that proposed housing mix should be based on
local evidence of need and demand for different housing types and sizes. Berkeley considers this
to be a sensible approach, which is compliant with Framework requirements. Paragraph 50 is
clear that LPAs should:
‘‘plan for a mix of housing based on current and future demographic trends, market trends
and the needs of different groups in the community (such as, but not limited to, families with
children, older people…’’; and
‘‘identify the size, type, tenure and range of housing that is required in particular locations,
reflecting local demand’’

6.12

Therefore, to ensure the development at Hillsbrow provides appropriate level of provision of
extra care units that is based on local need at the time of development, Berkeley considers Policy
ERM1 should not be so prescriptive (given this level of detail is not included at Policy DES4).
Amendment is proposed to the policy below.

Amended Policy ERM1
6.13

Reflecting Berkeley’s assessment of Draft Policy ERM1 above, it is considered that the following
amends should be made to ERM1 to ensure the policy is sound in the context of National Policy
(para. 182). Strikethrough demonstrates to a proposed deletion and bold, underlined a proposed
insertion.
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Table 6.3 Proposed Amendments to Draft Policy EMR1

Area 2a (Redhill & Merstham): Sustainable Urban Extensions
Policy ERM1: Land at Hillsbrow, Redhill
Site allocation:

Sustainable urban
extension
Site area:
Total 9.3ha
Existing/ previous Open grassland and
use:
woodland
Source:
HELAA Ref:RE22
Development
See MLS1
timeframes:
Allocation:
The site is allocated for:
 Residential: approximately 100 150
new homes, including 25 units of
retirement accommodation for older
people appropriate provision of
retirement accommodation based on
assessment of local needs (see Policy
DES4)
Requirements:
The proposed layout development must make provision for and allow for all of the following:
Design approach and mitigation requirements:
 Deliver biodiversity and green infrastructure enhancements, including links to the wider countryside,
reflecting the adjacent Holmesdale Biodiversity Opportunity Area and the Greensand Ridge
 Protection and enhancement of areas of ancient woodland and other areas of significant woodland,
including provision of an appropriate buffer zone and long-term management proposals
 Design measures to protect and enhance landscape quality, including building heights and massing
which ensure the development is not visible in long-range views. Opportunities should be sought to
increase tree coverage where possible, particularly where this may help with mitigating any visual
impact
 Design measures to protect the setting of adjoining listed buildings and respect the character of
Nutfield Road
 Measures to manage and reduce surface water run-off including a comprehensive system of SUDs
 Full contamination survey and land remediation measures as appropriate
Infrastructure:
 Improvement and extension of pedestrian and cycle facilities, including new footways on Nutfield
Road with safe crossing points to access the footpath adjacent to Redstone Park (FP102)
 Contribution towards the Enhancement of the footpath adjacent to Redstone Hollow (FP530)
 Contribution towards Local improvements to existing bus infrastructure/passenger facilities on
Nutfield Road
 Comprehensive initiatives to support and encourage sustainable travel
 Contribute to Measures to manage the effects on nearby rural and residential roads, including
Cormongers Lane/Fullers Wood Lane, from rat-running and re-routing
 Safe highway access onto Nutfield Road, taking a co-ordinated approach with any other allocated
development sites in the vicinity
 Appropriate on-site public open space and play facilities
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Explanation:
4.6.37 The Hillsbrow site is located on the southern side of the A25 to the east of Redhill town centre.
The main site comprises areas of open grassland located on the brow of the Greensand Ridge,
surrounded by belts of dense woodland, some of which is protected ancient woodland. The site is a
good proximity to Redhill town centre and Redhill rail station.
4.6.38 There is a steep slope on the southern part of the parcel which means these areas are
unsuitable for development.
4.6.39 There are extensive areas of ancient and other woodland which limit development potential
and require protection and there is high visibility of wooded slopes and the paddock to the south of
the site within long distance views, particularly from the south. There is scope for development to
improve green infrastructure linkages with the surrounding countryside and secure enhanced
management of the ancient woodland areas.
4.6.40 There is also possible localised land contamination owing to historic uses but there is potential
for development to have a positive impact through mitigation. An assessment of onsite
contamination should be submitted.
Source: DMP Regulation 19 Document

Policy DES6 (Affordable Housing)
6.14

Adopted Core Strategy policy CS15 (Affordable Housing) identifies that 1,500 gross new units of
affordable housing are required to be delivered within the borough. To meet this need, the
adopted policy (part a) prescribes that, on sites which deliver 15 or more net dwellings, 30% of
housing should be affordable. Although adopted policy CS15 introduces some flexibility for sites
which are delivering other regeneration initiatives, where an “alternative level of affordable
housing provision may be sought” (part d), there is no indication that a higher level of provision
might be sought.

6.15

Draft Policy DES6 instead proposes that ‘‘Development of allocated greenfield urban extension
sites should provide 35% of (gross) dwellings on the site as affordable housing.’’

6.16

Berkeley objects to this change in policy and considers that consistency should be maintained
with the Core Strategy policy CS15. Furthermore, CIL in the Borough was set on the basis of
30% rather than 35% affordable housing provision.

6.17

Flexibility is introduced into explanatory text for DES6 (para 3.2.40) of the DMP:
‘‘there may be some sites where abnormal and unanticipated costs would make a development
scheme unviable if they had to deliver the full affordable housing provision or contribution in
line with the policy.’’

6.18

Although Berkeley supports such flexibility, it is not sufficiently reflected in Draft Policy DES6
itself. As drafted, Policy DES6 is therefore not consistent with national policy (NPPF para. 50)
which specifically requires LPAs to set policies relating to affordable housing provision which
are: ‘‘sufficiently flexible to take account of changing market conditions over time.’’

6.19

Policy DES6 should therefore be amended to include the following:
(7) If applicants demonstrate to the Council’s satisfaction that the affordable
housing sought is not financially viable then variation of tenure and / or size
mix, or number of affordable homes, may be agreed by negotiation.
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Policy GTT1 (Gypsy, Traveller and Travelling Showperson
Accommodation)
6.20

Policy GTT1 proposes to allocate sites for ‘up to’ 8 pitches for Gypsy and Travellers and 5 plots
for travelling show people across the Borough. All the identified sites are currently within the
Green Belt. The Council’s evidence base3 identifies a shortfall of 15 pitches against the five year
housing need figure; subsequently, the Council propose to set aside small areas of land on SUEs
of over 70 units (for 1 -3 pitches) to accommodate future need for years 6 to 10 and 11-15. The
Council propose to accommodate one pitch at Land at Hillsbrow (HELAA reference RE22/
policy ERM1).

6.21

The Council’s Traveller Site Land Availability Assessment (TSLAA) (2017) assessed the
suitability of sites, including Land at Hillsbrow. The site was identified as ‘suitable’, subject to
review against Green Belt purposes, and so was taken forward for an assessment of availability.
At this stage, the Council found 9 sites within the Green Belt to be ‘available’ for Gypsy, Traveller
and Show person Accommodation (subject to a review against Green Belt purposes). The other
52 sites, including RE22 were clearly identified to be unavailable; RE22, the TSLAA concludes:
‘‘The site is owned by a private individual. The site comprises semi-natural open
space/woodland. The landowner was contacted in December 2015 and has confirmed that the
site not available for traveller provision.’’

6.22

Following a review of the 9 ‘available’ sites against Green Belt purposes, capacity was only
identified for 8 pitches (leaving the shortfall of 15 pitches against housing need). To attempt to
fill this shortfall, the Council seem to have then jumped to the decision to spread this across the
eight SUEs, including Land at Hillsbrow. This is against its own clear evidence that the sites are
not available for such a use. The Council provide no evidence for this decision, other than that
national guidance allows only ‘broad locations’ to be identified for provision for years 6 – 15.
Crucially, the Council has not justified why it has chosen to accommodate the pitches at the
SUEs, in preference over the other 44 sites in the Green Belt that were also assessed to be
suitable subject to review against Green Belt purposes but not available.

6.23

Furthermore, recognising the viability implications that the provision of land for Traveller
accommodation would have on reducing the developable area for conventional housing on
SUEs; the Council conclude that SUE sites can only viably deliver at a rate of 1 pitch per 70
homes (this rate is considered to represent a cost equivalent to approximately 2% of total
development costs – including land and profit). This conclusion results in the majority of SUEs
(including land at Hillsbrow) accommodating only 1 pitch.

6.24

However, there does not appear to be any justification for the need for singular pitches.
Paragraph 5.14 of the TSLAA, states that:
‘‘there is evidence that the greatest preference of the Traveller community is that for family
sites…therefore, it is more practical that sites provide no more than 3 to 4 pitches (most
appropriate for a single/extended family).’’

6.25

The Stakeholder engagement included in the Council’s Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation
Assessment (GTAA) (July 2017) document (paragraph 5.11) also states:

3

The allocations are based on the Council’s evidence base (Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation Assessment (GTAA) (July 2017)
and Traveller Site Land Availability Assessment (TSLAA) (December 2017).
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‘‘The representative of the Guild suggested that new yards ideally contain between six to eight
plots. Any smaller and this would become unsustainable as people could be left isolated when
people are away, any larger and it can be intrusive and puts additional demands on local
services.’’
6.26

It is clear that sporadically distributing singular plots of remaining need across the SUEs goes
against the conclusions of the Council’s own evidence base. There is evidence to suggest that
allocating fewer than 3 pitches on one site would risk isolating multiple Gypsy and Traveller
families across Reigate and Banstead and does not deliver a sustainable solution to meeting long
term needs of the community. Based on the Council’s own evidence, SUE sites can only viably
deliver at a rate of 1 pitch per 70 homes, therefore, even at Berkeley’s proposed 150 homes for
the site a maximum of only 2 pitches could viably be provided. As this is fewer than the 3 pitches
that would risk isolating multiple Gypsy and Traveller families, there is no justifiable evidence
that pitches can be accommodated on the Land at Hillsbrow site.
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7.0
7.1

Conclusions
This submission sets out a response by Lichfields on behalf of Berkeley to the Reigate and
Banstead Development Management Plan, ‘Regulation 19’ Consultation Document. Principally,
Berkeley considers that delivery of the SUEs to the East of Redhill should be accelerated and
there is no justification for not releasing the site to help address unmet housing needs. Land at
Hillsbrow (ERM1) is suitable for development, performs best in terms of least contribution to
Green Belt purposes, has no ‘showstopper’ constraints to delivery, and can provide the necessary
mitigation and infrastructure for sustainable development – the site should be allocated and
released for development now.

Policy MLS1

Pg 30

1

There is no justification to delay the delivery of suitable development (as currently required
via Policy MLS1) in the context of the severe housing need in Reigate and Banstead that will
not be met through the Core Strategy housing requirement. The assessment in these
representations demonstrates it is clear that material circumstances have changed since the
Inspector assessed the housing policies within the Local Plan: Core Strategy (relating to
housing need but also identified housing capacity) such that there is an increased case for
release of sites to meet need. The DMP should therefore not be wedded to a policy which
can now be considered to be out-of-date.

2

It was concluded through the Inspector’s report into the Reigate and Banstead Local Plan:
Core Strategy that a housing requirement which was lower than OAN should be adopted,
but it was explicitly identified as a minimum requirement, and the Inspector concluded
that: “all opportunities should be taken to increase housing delivery from within the urban
areas above that currently envisaged, where consistent with the overall strategy, and to
maximise provision from the identified SUEs”. Further, no neighbouring authority within
the HMA has suggested that it will meet the unmet housing needs of Reigate and Banstead
and as such these housing needs continue to go unmet across the HMA. As such there is a
compelling case that all of the SUE sites, including ERM1, should be released to maximise
the housing delivery from these sites to meet OAN. Even were it to be concluded that Policy
CS13 is not out-of-date, the presumption in favour of sustainable development applies as
per paragraph 14 of the NPPF, and must be interpreted in the context of the Inspector’s
findings above.

3

The adopted housing requirement for the Borough currently stands at 460dpa; this is
severely below OAN concluded by the Inspector at 600-640dpa. Further, given the most
recent 2014-based household projections, coupled with the introduction of the
Government’s standard methodology - which is likely to be adopted Spring/Summer 2018 indicates an OAN for the borough of 644dp based on the ‘capped’ figure. Moreover, from 1
July 2019 it is extremely likely that the Council would be subject to significantly higher
housing need of c. 1,777 dwellings per annum (dpa). Allocating the SUEs for development
now will provide the Borough with flexibility to anticipate and accommodate for this rising
housing requirement.

4

It would be illogical, in the circumstances of the District, for unmet housing need to go
unaddressed at the same time as demonstrably suitable sites for development are removed
from the Green Belt but not released for development, with no justification for delaying
development other than that a housing requirement figure set below OAN should be subject
to phasing triggers, without any practical planning purpose. The proposed approach under
MLS1 cannot be considered sound in the context of National Policy; the DMP does not
represent a long-term strategy in terms of planning for sufficient housing delivery.
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5

Furthermore, the monitor and release mechanism within this policy will in effect plan
simply to respond to failure in housing delivery, which does not amount to positive
planning (NPPF paragraph 157). It is also not an effective release mechanism for delivery
because the Council will need to release the site well in advance of it being required. The
SUE sites, like all other housing sites, have significant lead-in times to delivery of houses
and that must be considered in the timing of the release of the SUE sites for development.

The Benefits of ERM1 - Land at Hillsbrow
6

Compared to the assessed sites for development at East Redhill and East Merstham, ERM1
(Land at Hillsbrow) performs the best with regards to Green Belt purposes, when the
realistic and proposed developable area of the site is considered correctly against the Green
Belt purposes as defined by the NPPF. Based on Lichfields’ review of the evidence, the
Council’s assessment of the site as being of ‘moderate importance’ in terms of preventing
the merging of neighbouring towns, and of safeguarding the countryside from
encroachment should be adjusted to ‘lower importance’.

7

The 2017 SA clearly identifies land at Hillsbrow to offer a sustainable site for housing
development of approximately 150 dwellings. There are no ‘showstopper’ constraints to the
development of this site that cannot be overcome. Berkeley has clearly set out how the
design and infrastructure needs set out by the Council should be considered and can be
accommodated and mitigation provided on-site. In this context, site ERM1 is one of the
best performing options for development at East Redhill and East Merstham; the Council
clearly recognise this by resolving to prioritise the site identified through the phasing at
MLS1. In the context of points 1-4 above, the site should be allocated and released for
development now.

Additional Soundness Issues within DMP Regulation 19
Document
8

Notwithstanding the above (principally that the identified SUEs should be released
immediately for development), the Borough present a housing trajectory with inadequate
detail for this stage of plan development. This is a particular omission for Reigate and
Banstead; if the Inspector agrees phasing of SUEs is ‘Sound’ - the Council must provide a
robust and detailed housing trajectory in line with NPPF to enable early consideration if,
and when, actual delivery begins to fall short of anticipated delivery. The initial review
demonstrates there to be uncertainty in the Council’s position, indicating further
justification for why the Council should not stall the delivery of SUE sites dependent on
there being a gap in the 5YHLS.

9

Practically, site ERM1 is included in the housing trajectory (an urban extension in Redhill)
which provides clear evidence that the site is required relatively soon to maintain supply.
But to achieve this commitment the Council will need to release the site well in advance of
the time at which it is required for delivery. The site will have a significant lead-in time like
any other site and this must be considered in the timing of the release of the SUE sites for
development.

10 Throughout these representations Berkeley has commented on the specifics of a number of
policies which have implications for Berkeley’s interest to developing Land at Hillsbrow
(notably DES6, GTT1 and specific requirements of ERM1). The comments principally relate
to specific wording which does not award sufficient flexibility to facilitate sustainable
development in line with National Policy as well as the requirement to sufficiently plan to
meet longer term needs. Berkeley has set clearly out suggested amendments for these
policies in these representations.
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SA 2017 assessment of Site ERM1
11

12

13

14

15

Expected to have a very positive impact on:
i

Objective 1: provide sufficient housing to enable people to live in a
home suitable to their needs and which they can afford

ii

Objective 10: To adapt to the changing climate

iii

Objective 11: To reduce flood risk

Expected to have a positive impact on:
i

Objective 2: To facilitate the improved health and wellbeing of the
whole population

ii

Objective 4: To reduce the need to travel, encourage sustainable
transport options, and improve accessibility to all services and
facilities +

iii

Objective 6: To support economic growth which is inclusive,
innovative, and sustainable

iv

Objective 7: To provide for employment opportunities to meet the
needs of the local economy

v

Objective 13: To reduce land contamination and safeguard soil quality
and quantity

Expected to have a neutral impact on:
i

Objective 3: To conserve and enhance archaeological, historic, and
cultural assets and their settings

ii

Objective 8: To reduce greenhouse gas emissions and move to a low
carbon economy

iii

Objective 9: To use natural resources prudently

iv

Objective 12: To improve the water quality of rivers and groundwater,
and maintain an adequate supply of water

Expected to have a negative impact on:
i

Objective 14: To ensure air quality continues to improve and noise
and light pollution are reduced

ii

Objective 16: To conserve and enhance biodiversity

Expected to have a very negative impact on:
i

Objective 15: To protect and enhance landscape character

Appendix 3: 7 April 2017, Derek Finne Associates
(Ecologists) Note

82B Toutley Road
Wokingham
Berkshire
RG41 1QL

Katherine Titley
Berkeley Strategic Land Limited
Berkeley House
19 Portsmouth Road
Cobham
KT11 1JG

7th April 2017

Ref: DF/BSLL/HRH/KT01a

Dear Katherine,
RE: HILLSBROW, REDHILL, ECOLOGY RESPONSE

In response to the draft Development Management Plan representations have been made which raise concerns over
the possible development at the Hillsbrow, specifically in relation to the potential impacts upon the areas of Ancient
woodland around the edge of the proposed development area, as well as the overall impact upon wildlife that may
be present within, and around, the site as a whole.
The following document reviews the current policy in relation to proposed developments in proximity to woodland
and how this relates to the Hillsbrow site. It also reviews some specific comments that have been raised about wildlife
that are currently thought to be in the wider area.
Ancient Woodlands
A woodland is classified an Ancient if there is evidence to suggest it has been wooded continuously since 1600AD.
Wooded continuously doesn’t mean there has been a continuous tree cover across the entirety of the whole site.
Open space, both temporary and permanent, is an important component of woodlands. However, it should be noted
that Ancient woodland is a classification only; there is no element of ecological value contained within the
designation, beyond the assumption that older, more established habitats are generally of more ecological value
than new habitats.
One of the key elements that can give an Ancient woodland high ecological value is the undisturbed nature of the
soils and, by association, the diverse woodland ground flora, which can take a very long time to establish.
The extent of woodland in general, and Ancient woodland in particular, has reduced significantly in the UK over the
last few decades. According to the JNCC, 11.5% of Great Britain is covered with trees, with only 1.2% of being
classified as ancient semi-natural woodland. By contrast, within Surrey, 22.6% of the county is woodland, with 7.1%
being Ancient woodland, which equates to almost 12000ha. This is important when evaluating ecological resources
on a geographical scale as per the latest Chartered Institute of Ecology and Environmental Management guidelines.
If a habitat or species is rare or uncommon with a particular county, its presence within that county is considered to
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be of a greater value compared to a county where the habitat or species may be common. Conversely, if a habitat or
species is frequent within a county, its value is considered to be less within that particular county.
There are two separate blocks of Ancient woodland, one to the east of the site and one to the south west; the two
ancient woodland blocks are connected via a block of semi-natural woodland which is not classified as ancient.
Ancient woodlands are highlighted in national planning policy, specifically under paragraph 118 of NPPF, which
states:
When determining planning applications, local planning authorities should aim to conserve and enhance
biodiversity by applying the following principles:


planning permission should be refused for development resulting in the loss or deterioration of
irreplaceable habitats, including ancient woodland and the loss of aged or veteran trees found
outside ancient woodland, unless the need for, and benefits of, the development in that location
clearly outweigh the loss.

This re-iterated within Policy Pc3 of the Reigate and Banstead Borough Local Plan 2005:
Policy Pc 3
The Borough Council will seek to retain the Ancient Woodland sites, as shown on the Proposals Map, and
other sites identified as Ancient Woodlands, and will encourage the positive management of such sites in the
interests of nature conservation. Generally, the Borough Council, in conjunction with the Forestry
Commission, will seek to retain all existing woodlands and actively promote a larger extent of woodland by
the encouragement of appropriate planting. There will be a general presumption in favour of the planting of
broadleaf species
Natural England also acknowledge the value of Ancient Woodland within their Standing Advice and suggest impacts
resulting from developments near Ancient woodland can include:










compacting the soil around tree roots
breaking up or destroying connections between woodland and other habitats
reducing the amount of semi--natural habitats (like parks) next to ancient woodland
changing the water table or drainage
increasing the amount of pollution, including dust
increasing disturbance to wildlife from additional traffic and visitors
increasing light pollution
increasing damaging activities like fly-tipping and the impact of domestic pets
changing the landscape character of the area

However, they continue to state that these potential impacts can be avoided by, amongst other options, the
following:




putting up screening barriers to protect the woodland or veteran trees from dust and pollution
noise reduction measures
connecting woodland and veteran trees that would be separated by the development eg with green bridges
or tunnels




leaving an appropriate buffer zone of semi--natural habitat between the development and the ancient
woodland or tree (depending on the size of development, a minimum buffer should be at least 15 metres)
incorporating veteran trees within open space

Hence, Natural England’s Standing Advice suggests that as long as there is no direct impact upon an area of Ancient
Woodland and potential indirect impacts can be avoided or mitigated, there is no reason to prevent development
close to Ancient woodlands. It should be noted within paragraph 78 of Derfa Circular 01/2005 Biodiversity and
Geological Conservation – Statutory Obligations and Their Impact Within the Planning System Local Authorities “must
consult [Natural England’s] standing advice …., and take it into account in determining an application for planning
permission”.
Therefore, there is no reason presented within planning policy that should prevent sensitive development close to
Ancient woodland, as long as consideration is given to the presence of the Ancient woodland and measures are put
in place to mitigate any potential indirect impact.
Within the initial proposals for Hillsbrow the connectivity between the Ancient woodland and surrounding woodland
blocks and hedgerows would be maintained and re-enforced wherever possible. A 15m buffer zone around the edge
of the Ancient woodland would be incorporated into the design from the onset, whilst the lighting design for the
scheme would be sympathetic to the surrounding environment. Hence, there would appear to be no residual impacts
upon the ancient woodland as a result of any future development.
However, whilst it is important to ensure that there are no direct or indirect impacts upon any Ancient Woodland as
part of any proposed scheme, the specific ecological features of the woodland in question must also be considered.
As previously mentioned Ancient woodland is a classification; it does not consider the specific ecological features
present within the woodland itself.
The woodlands within Hillsbrow are currently used for a range of outdoor recreational activities, for example
obstacle/mud races, and as such, both areas of woodland have been subject to a high level of human disturbance in
recent years, greatly reducing the value of the woodland resource. The soils and associated ground flora have been
subject to extensive erosion, a key component when evaluating the ecological worth of a woodland. Bracken is also
becoming dominant in several places. Although bracken is a native species, it can be highly invasive, forming dense
stands and out competing other species. The reduction in ecological value of the woodland blocks is exacerbated by
the lack of any positive management within the woodland. Therefore, the ecological value of the Ancient woodlands
at the Hillsbrow site would be considered to be lower than initially assessed due to the low level of naturalness of
the woodland and the abundance of this habitat type in the area.
The proposed development of the site is likely to lead to a reduction in the level and extent of recreational use within
the Ancient woodland and it would be possible to introduce a sympathetic management regime, leading to a
sustainable increase in the biodiversity value, by allowing the ground flora to naturally regenerate, encouraging tree
regeneration leading to an increase in the structural diversity, as well as reducing the amount of human disturbance.
Hence, there is likely to be a long term positive impact.
Existing Wildlife
Concerns have been raised by members of the public over potential negative impacts upon various species that may
be present within the site, with specific reference being made to badgers, deer, breeding birds and bats. It should be
noted that the proposed development site may occupy a small part of much larger areas used by these species, the
majority of which would readily habituate to human presence.

Prior to any development proposals being taken forward, a full suite of ecological surveys would be undertaken to
assess the species presence and their distribution within and around the proposed site. This would allow the presence
of wildlife to be fully considered throughout the design process, ensuring that there is no long term, negative impacts
upon protected species, or species of a raised conservation status, with appropriate mitigation and enhancement
schemes being implemented prior to works commencing.
I hope you find this useful, but if you require any additional information, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Regards,

Derek Finnie CEnv MCIEEM
Director

Appendix 4: July 2014 HAD Baseline Report (Landscape)

HILLSBROW REDHILL: OBJECTIONS RESPONSE: LANDSCAPE AND VISUAL
Introduction
HDA have been instructed by Berkeley Strategic Ltd to consider the representations made in
respect of the Reigate and Banstead Development Management Plan Reg 18 consultation,
with specific reference to site ERM1, land at Hillsbrow, Redhill. The following assessment is
based on the HDA LVA July 2014 and on further visual assessment, in the field, carried out in
March 2017 (appendix 1).
This assessment considers all the responses to date and addresses the issues on a topic
basis where they relate to issues of landscape and visual impact.

Visual Impact
The assessment of visual prominence has been based on the original winter site visibility
assessment, which assessed the larger site (described as ERM1) and a more extensive winter
assessment of the current development area within ERM1. The likely height of development
within the site has been assumed at between 8-9m, a two – two and a half storey house, and
site levels and tree heights derived from a recent topographic survey of the site area. The
general layout of the development has been informed by the Illustrative layout submitted by
Berkeley Strategic.
The site levels (on the recent topographic survey) are up to 7m less than those currently
illustrated on OS maps, as a result of quarrying (as indicated on the HDA 2014 base plans).
High points on the site are now located on the southern rim (152m AOD) and within the central
woodland area (152m AOD). Levels on the eastern development parcel remain largely as
indicated on the OS mapping.
Views from the south
The woodland surrounding the site, and the Greensand Hills in general, are appreciated south
of the railway line on the Greensand Way. The footpath runs along the lower slopes of the
Redhill Brook, a typical view illustrated at photo 6, includes the Redstone Cemetery on the
middle and lower slopes and Byers Wood across the skyline. The southern rim of the site,
within Byers Wood, is 152m AOD and wooded with tree heights of between 10 and 22m. The
proposed development would be set further north on lower ground with private gardens and
open space forming a buffer to development. Floor levels are likely to be 149-150m AOD and
roof lines between 158 -159m AOD. The development would not skyline and would be set
below the canopy height by at least 3-4m and more likely 10-12m.
A more elevated view point from south of the Greensand Way is illustrated in photo 7. From
this location the woodland edge of the site, on the skyline, is continuous with no breaks through
which the development might be glimpsed.
Views from the north
Views from the north are restricted to the north facing slopes of the Greensand Ridge and
include the open landfill site (ERM3), a derelict quarry works building and a number of restored
fields in pasture. The restored land adjacent to Nutfield Road and the proposed development
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area is ERM2. The outline masterplan illustrates the relationship of the proposed development
with the surrounding woodland, the landfill site and restored areas in pasture. The larger
western parcel of development sits south of Nutfield Road and the 75-80m wide belt of mature
woodland that forms the northern boundary of the site. The curved alignment of the road would
avoid any visual breach in the wooded edge to the development. Substantial blocks of
woodland are also located to the north of Nutfield Road and form a wooded backdrop to the
restored landfill areas. The eastern development area, which fronts onto Nutfield Road sits
behind these woodland blocks.
View 1 illustrates the view from lower lying ground south of Merstham. The site is screened
by intervening woodland on the northern slopes and on the skyline. Views from viewpoints 2
and 3, within the AONB to the north-east of Redhill, are on a similar elevation to the site and
include a view of the narrow field of restored grassland north of Nutfield Road (ERM2). To the
south of this field mature woodland forms a substantial and continuous treed skyline. The
woodland stands approximately 20m above ground level and would form a robust screen to
the proposed development. There are no proposals to remove this woodland as part of the
development and the road access on a curved alignment would not open up the development
to view. The proposals would have no noticeable effect on the setting to the AONB from these
locations.
Viewed from a higher vantage point within the AONB there is a long distance glimpse of the
western parcel of the development area. View 4 includes a small part of the site seen within
the context of surrounding woodland. The woodland on the southern rim of the development
area would be visible above the proposed housing, which would be set below the canopy
height by at least 3-4m and more likely 10-12m. A wooded skyline would be maintained. In
the context of the view from viewpoint 4 the proposed development would be consistent with
the character of other development on the Greensand Hills, i.e. small parcels of development
contained by substantial areas of woodland. In the context of the setting to the AONB the
development, contained by the existing woodland and located at a distance of 4km, would go
largely unnoticed in the view. There would be no harm to the setting of the AONB.
Elevated views from the AONB, e.g. from viewpoint 5, to the north-east of the site, are distant
(4.5km) and include views of the wooded northern slopes and the wooded skyline at Hillsbrow.
The development areas would not be visible from these locations. The visual amenity of the
footpath, the North Downs Way, and the AONB would not therefore be affected by the
development.
In summary there are no extensive or open views of the site and the impacts on the AONB to
the north or the AGLV to the south and east are negligible. The extent of development
proposed has been derived from the results of the 2014 landscape assessment and is
intended to minimise visual impacts on the wider landscape. The more detailed visual
assessment has confirmed the previous findings and low level of visual impact. No reduction
in the extent of development can be justified on the basis of visual impact.

Landscape Character
The extent of the Wooded Greensand Ridge is set out in the Surrey Landscape Character
Assessment 2015; within the county it runs from west of Guildford to Oxted in the east. The
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site is located in a narrow linear parcel of the Greensand ridge between Redhill and Oxted.
The landscape is characterised by woodland, small scale pasture and paddocks. The
Earlswood to Oxted Character area has a settlement pattern which is characterised by the two
main settlements at either end of the ridge and intermediate villages such as Bletchingly, White
Post and Tandridge which sit on the ridge and are wrapped around by the wooded landscape.
The site (ERM1) is located adjacent to the existing edge of Redhill where the urban edge is
substantially broken down by areas of mature woodland e.g. Chanctonbury Chase and Sylvan
Way. The proposed development would retain the existing woodland around and within the
site and extend the town in a similar manner to the current settlement pattern. The
development would be in keeping with the Surrey Landscape Character Assessment, which
encourages the maintenance of the distinctive pattern and character of the existing settlement
and protects the distinctive character of the area.
With regard to the surrounding landscape the visual assessment has identified that there are
very few views of the potential development. Byers Wood, which forms the southern and
western boundaries to the site, would be enhanced with new planting and long term
management. The wood would form a robust edge to the proposed development and a long
term soft edge to the town. Byers Wood would protect the landscape setting of the Greensand
Way to the south and the wider setting of South Nutfield. The site is largely unrelated to
settlement to the north of the Greensand Ridge being both physically and visually separate
from Nutfield and South Merstham. The site being well-contained by the existing woodland
structure would not detract from the general character of the wider landscape and not
materially affect the character of the Greensand Hills ridgeline.

Ancient Woodland
There are two areas of Ancient Woodland adjacent to the site. The eastern block of Byers
Wood and the woodland in the south-western corner of the site adjacent to Chartfields. The
illustrative layout responds to the woodland constraints by proposing informal open space
between housing and the Ancient Woodland. The open space would provide a minimum 15m
buffer to the Ancient Woodland in accordance with Natural England’s advice. Other areas of
mature woodland are protected by a similar open space buffer or rear gardens. In all cases
the tree root protection areas (RPA’s) would not be compromised by development.
A management plan for the Ancient and undesignated woodlands is proposed as part of the
scheme. This would include for new tree and eco-tone planting within and adjacent to the
woodland, both to enhance the wildlife potential of the area and to strengthen the woodland
boundaries. Within the woods the adventure games and the associated structures and
trenches would be reinstated or removed to allow for new planting and natural regeneration of
the woodland. Further planting with native tree species would form part of the housing scheme
to soften the appearance of the development.
The site development would require a detailed arboricultural report and an Arboricultural
Impact Assessment to accompany a planning application. The latter would be followed with
an Arboricultural Method Statement which would set out the working practices and protection
areas for the construction of the site.
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Green Belt
The 2014 LVA considered a wider site area and the potential to impact on the surrounding
landscape. The current proposals reflect the findings of that assessment maintaining the open
and exposed parts of the wider site as countryside and utilising the containing woodland as a
long term boundary to development. Whilst the study was a landscape assessment it
recognised the Green Belt status of the area. In respect of a future boundary to the Green Belt
the permanence of the eastern and southern woodland and the designation of large areas of
the woodland as Ancient Woodland would provide a well-defined and robust boundary to the
Green Belt.
Summary
In summary there are no extensive or open views of the proposed development area. The
visual assessment has confirmed the previous findings that there would be low levels of visual
impact. The resultant impacts on the AONB to the north of the development area and the
AGLV to the south and east would be negligible.
The landscape assessment has identified that Byers Wood, which forms the southern and
western boundaries to the development area, would form a robust edge to the proposed
development and a long term soft edge to the town. Byers Wood would protect the landscape
setting of the Greensand Way to the south and the wider setting of South Nutfield. The site
being well-contained by the existing woodland structure would not detract from the general
character of the wider landscape and not materially affect the character and appearance of
the Greensand Hills ridgeline.
The illustrative layout responds to the woodland constraints by proposing informal open space
between housing and the Ancient Woodland. The open space would provide a minimum 15m
buffer to the Ancient Woodland in accordance with Natural England’s advice. Other areas of
mature woodland are protected by a similar open space buffer or rear gardens. In all cases
the tree root protection areas (RPA’s) would not be compromised by development.
In respect of a future boundary to the Green Belt the permanence of the eastern and southern
woodland and the designation of large areas of the woodland as Ancient Woodland would
provide a well-defined and robust boundary to the Green Belt.
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Appendix 5: Illustrative Masterplan
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